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Places not to go unless absolutely necessary Oddities in the behavior of others This is mostly typical for big cities. There is an
absurd situation where everyone loves each other. Show you something that never even crossed your mind? Isn't it a risk that

they will come to kill me? Hometasks 1. Come up with your own label that you can use to indicate what you have to deal with:
a) how to work b) hugging someone c) meeting someone in the supermarket d) talk to a stranger 2. Make the following list: 3.

Change the sentences in which the verb should occurs: a). I have to talk to you b). I need to meet you c). I want to sit next to the
terrace d). Must go to cabin e). Before I call you, I want to know what you are calling Forget it. (In English, there is an incorrect
use of this verb - "to abvent", that is, "to say goodbye, to leave." Try to avoid this in your speech.) 4. Write a short letter that can

be used as a means of encouragement so as not to listen to the words of others (instead of the phrase: â€œI will kill you
now!â€�): A). You will do a great job explaining algebra. B). You are able to figure it out. C). To understand something, you

have to practice it well. D). Be kind, do me a favor - tell me how you came to this. Note. Do not confuse this verb with the noun
lovestory - a story that may include a memoir. Remember that you are using a different verb. 5. Find or learn new words for

clothing (see Appendix 2).
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